	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

NorthPark Center to Open New Stores in Spring 2016
DALLAS, TX – January 13, 2016 – NorthPark Center, Dallas’ premier shopping destination, is thrilled to
welcome four new stores in spring 2016, all of which are the first location in Dallas. NorthPark saw
several new additions in fall 2015, including market exclusives The Frye Company and Sundance, and
The Theodore, a new restaurant concept by Turn the Tables Hospitality known for local favorites SMOKE,
Bolsa and other top Dallas eateries.
Coming Soon
Canali – Dallas/Fort Worth Exclusive
March 2016 – Level One between Neiman Marcus and Dillard’s
Canali has been a paradigm of tailor-made Italian luxury and men’s elegance for more than 80 years.
Since 1934, it has been promoting the values of “Made in Italy” excellence through its artisanal knowhow, creating sartorial masterpieces of exceptional wearability and comfort in a perfect balance of
elements that blends culture and history with style and taste. The Canali Tailoring Principle uses
innovation to achieve aesthetic perfection, continuously renewing its styles with a meticulous attention to
detail and the use of premium fabrics. For a truly personalized experience, Canali offers the Su
Misura service, which combines the expertise of our Made-to-Measure specialists and the artistry of our
master tailors to create distinctive suits, jackets, trousers and shirts from the finest materials, all
handcrafted in Italy.
diptyque – Dallas/Fort Worth Exclusive
March 2016 – Level One near Nordstrom
The diptyque story began in Paris over 51 years ago, at 34 Boulevard St-Germain, with three friends
Christiane Gautrot, interior decorator, Desmond Knox-Leet, painter, and Yves Coueslant, theatre
administrator and set designer. Previously designing fabrics and wallpaper for Liberty and Sanderson,
together they teamed up in 1961 and opened the first diptyque boutique to showcase their fabric designs.
With their unique taste, they gradually transformed the store into a chic bazaar offering a fascinating
variety of unexpected items, unique to Paris, which the trio brought back from their travels. In 1963, they
introduced the first diptyque scented candles – Aubépine, Cannelle and Thé - and a few years later, they
launched their first eau de toilette, L’Eau. Today, the brand’s extensive product portfolio includes home
and personal fragrances along with a body care and skin care line.
Longchamp Paris – Texas Exclusive
April 2016 – Level One near Nordstrom
The French luxury house Longchamp was founded in Paris in 1948 by Jean Cassegrain and is still owned
and run by the Cassegrain family today. Longchamp's luggage, handbags and accessories have a
worldwide reputation for craftsmanship and quality, which now extends to shoes and ready-to-wear
collections. Longchamp Paris is the epitome of French flair for active women across the world who enjoy
a touch of luxury every day.
Sam Edelman – Texas Exclusive
April 2016 – Level One between Nordstrom and Macy’s
Sam Edelman creates must-have items that are eminently fashionable and beautifully constructed at an
attainable price point. Offering shoes, apparel, jewelry and handbags, Sam Edelman is a complete
lifestyle brand, dressing the Sam Girl from toe to head.

New Stores
PANDORA
Opened August 11, 2015 – Level One between Nordstrom and Macy’s
PANDORA’s hand finished jewelry is offered in sterling silver and 14K gold, as well as the PANDORA
Rose™, capturing the unforgettable moments of life with romantic and feminine pieces that inspire
women to embrace their individuality and express their personal style. The breathtaking collection of
bracelets, earrings, necklaces and rings with handset precious gemstones make the perfect gift for every
occasion and can be combined, matched, layered and stacked to create a uniquely personal expression.
vineyard vines
Opened September 4, 2015 – Level One between Macy’s and Dillard’s
vineyard vines, a company best known for its whimsical neckties and smiling pink whale logo, was
founded in 1998 on Martha’s Vineyard when brothers Shep and Ian Murray cut their ties with corporate
America to start making ties that represented the Good Life. In addition to signature neckwear, vineyard
vines has expanded its collection to include a variety of clothing and accessories for men, women and
children.
The Frye Company – Texas Exclusive
Opened September 25, 2015 – Level One between Neiman Marcus and Nordstrom
In 1863, John A. Frye opened the doors to his very first store, paving the way for countless generations of
Frye artisans dedicated entirely to the art of craftsmanship. The result is beautifully made footwear, bags
and accessories with a long and illustrious history. Rooted in tradition, Frye was originally inspired by
everyday American heroes over the decades: cavalry infantrymen, World War II soldiers, fighter pilots,
and factory workers. Frye traveled the world on the feet of our servicemen – even General Patton. News
of Frye’s outstanding quality and reputation spread. Frye has since become an American icon, outfitting
many of the world’s biggest names from John Lennon to Jackie O. Chosen for its inimitable style and
uncompromising quality, Frye is a longtime favorite of rock stars and celebrities alike.
Tommy Bahama
Opened October 10, 2015 – Level One between Macy’s and Dillard’s
Inspired by the relaxed sophistication of coastal living, Tommy Bahama is dedicated to the good life.
Stylish, upscale offerings include apparel for men and women, footwear, jewelry, accessories and home
décor, all designed to help you relax in style.
Polo Ralph Lauren
Opened October 22, 2015 – Level One between Neiman Marcus and Nordstrom
Polo Ralph Lauren is the symbol of personal expression for men, women and children. Ranging from
youthful, eclectic styling to tailored clothing with a modern edge to rugged and romantic bohemian looks
with an urban touch, Polo is rooted in an all-American sophistication and recognized throughout the
world. Polo Ralph Lauren represents a unique vision of sportswear: easy, energetic and cool. Polo Ralph
Lauren Childrenswear reflects the timeless heritage and modern spirit that inspires Ralph Lauren’s
collections for men and women, including signature classics to fashionable styles inspired by Ralph
Lauren’s unique vision each season.
Sundance – Texas Exclusive
Opened November 9, 2015 – Level Two between Neiman Marcus and Nordstrom
Founded in 1989 by famed actor and director Robert Redford, Sundance Catalog is a premier lifestyle
brand offering a thoughtfully curated mix of unique, premium-quality men’s and women’s apparel, jewelry,
accessories, footwear, art, furniture and home décor. With its first location in Texas, Sundance brings its
handcrafted, artisan collection to the shoppers of NorthPark Center.

The Theodore – Texas Exclusive
Opened November 16, 2015 – Level One at the North Entrance
Offering reimagined American classics, The Theodore is inspired by the spirit of the iconic Teddy
Roosevelt and an era of American history full of wonder and discovery. Created by Dallas-based Turn
The Tables Hospitality — the minds behind popular and critically-acclaimed restaurants such as SMOKE,
Bolsa, Bolsa Mercado, Chicken Scratch and its next-door bar The Foundry, Bar Belmont and Spork —
The Theodore offers deliciously hearty entrees as well as shareable plates featuring artisanal toasts,
American tapas and flatbreads. All are the creations of Turn The Tables culinary director and James
Beard Award-winning chef Tim Byres. The cornerstone of The Theodore’s dining experience is its
working, open-air bakery, viewable by guests from within the restaurant and those strolling past The
Theodore in NorthPark Center. David Norman of acclaimed Austin bakeshop Easy Tiger serves as The
Theodore’s bakery consultant. The Theodore also brings signature craft cocktails created from the
freshest ingredients to its discerning diners.
AG – Texas Exclusive
Opened November 25, 2015 – Level One between Nordstrom and Macy’s
Established in 2000, AG emerged as a leading influence in the premium denim industry, elevating the
traditional blue jean with meticulously cut silhouettes, artful distressing and fabrics of the highest quality.
Initially founded with an exclusive focus on luxury denim, AG's evolution into a contemporary lifestyle
brand began in 2008 when Samuel Ku, son of founder Yuk Ku, took over as creative director. Since then,
Samuel and the AG design team have focused on seamlessly integrating complete collections that reflect
the true sensibility of the brand: chic, sophisticated, classic.
Reopened/Relocated Stores
Lacoste
Relocated September 18, 2015 – Level One between Neiman Marcus and Nordstrom
A|X Armani Exchange
Reopened September 25, 2015 – Level One between Macy’s and Dillard’s
Free People
Relocated November 6, 2015 – Level Two near Nordstrom
Banana Republic
Will relocate January 21, 2016 – Level One between Nordstrom and Macy’s

Images: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/iokzawqnflx2ed6/AABakUfQpyiEBeNlW4Z_7dEha?dl=0

About NorthPark Center
NorthPark Center is Dallas’ finest shopping experience with more than 230 stores and restaurants,
including more than 70 market exclusives. Anchored by Neiman Marcus, Nordstrom, Macy’s and Dillard’s,
NorthPark Center offers an unparalleled collection of luxury boutiques set amid internationally acclaimed
20th and 21st century art, award-winning architecture and extraordinary landscaping, as well as a 1.4acre garden, CenterPark, and a state-of-the-art movie theatre, AMC NorthPark 15. NorthPark Center
surpassed $1.3 billion in sales in 2015 and consistently ranks as one of the top five performing shopping
centers in the United States. NorthPark Center is North Texas’ number one tourist destination and is
conveniently located five miles from downtown Dallas and 35 miles from Fort Worth.
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